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Abstract: With the rapid growth of agricultural trade volumes, the transportation of agricultural
products has received widespread attention from society. Aiming at these problems of low
transport efficiency and high transport cost in long-distance transport of agricultural products,
an energy-saving and environmental-friendly transport mode of agricultural machinery—hydraulic
capsule pipelines (HCPs)—was proposed. HCPs effectively solve issues like traffic congestion, energy
crises, and atmospheric pollution. Published literature is mainly limited to the capsule speed and the
pressure drop characteristics of the fluid within the pipelines. This research was conducted on the
following four aspects of HCPs. Firstly, the structure of the carrier was improved and called a ‘piped
carriage’. Secondly, a coupled solution between the structural domain of the piped carriage and
the fluid domain within the pipelines was numerically investigated by using the commercial CFD
software ANSYS Fluent 12.0 based on the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction methods. Thirdly,
the effects of guide vane placement angle on hydraulic characteristics of the internal flow field within
the horizontal pipelines transporting the piped carriage were extensively evaluated. Finally, based on
least-cost principle, an optimization model of HCPs was established. The results indicated that the
simulated results were in good agreement with the experimental results, which further demonstrated
that it was feasible to adopt the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction methods for solving the
hydraulic characteristics of the internal flow field when the piped carriage was moving along the
pipelines. This article will provide an abundant theoretical foundation for the rational design of
HCPs and its popularization and application.

Keywords: bidirectional fluid–structure interaction methods; guide vane placement angle; hydraulic
capsule pipelines (HCPs); piped carriage; hydraulic characteristics

1. Introduction

At present, global agricultural product transportation still relied on traditional transportation
modes such as railways, highways, waterways, and aviation. Traditional agricultural product
transportation modes caused several problems like energy crisis and environmental pollution,
which seriously restricted sustainable development between social economy and ecological
environment. Aiming at several problems of low transport efficiency and high transport cost in
the long-distance transport of agricultural products, a relatively new kind of transport mode of
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agricultural machinery—hydraulic capsule pipelines (HCPs)—was proposed. The principle of HCPs
was to use a kind of fluid to push hollow capsules filled with bulk solid materials through the
water-filled pipelines [1]. With its advantages of high transport efficiency, low energy consumption,
little pollution of the environment, and continuous stable operation, this technology has gradually
developed into the most promising mode of transport in modern agriculture [2].

HCPs were the first proposed in 1960 by the Alberta Research Council in Canada, and later
were deeply studied at the Capsule Pipeline Research Center, University of Missouri-Columbia [3].
The first notable investigative studies on HCPs started in the early 1960s when Charles [4] and Ellis [5]
established the mathematical model for the flow of a single cylindrical capsule with density equal
to that of its carrier fluid (water). Subsequently, Round et al. [6] and Kruyer et al. [7] enhanced the
experimental schemes of Charles [4] by taking a single high-density cylindrical capsule as a main
research subject, and analyzed relevant relationships between the structural variables and the axial
conveyance speed of the single capsule. These studies broadened the density range for the single
cylindrical capsule to some extent, but a very limited discussion on the macroscopic speed of the single
cylindrical capsule was presented. In the late 1970s hydraulic pipeline transport on more than one
capsule was studied by Latto et al. [8] and Tomita et al. [9]. They established the discontinuous capsules
transport models and solved the instantaneous axial speed of the capsules by using the method of
characteristics, but considered the capsules as point masses and offered the limited discussion on the
hydraulic characteristics of the internal flow field within the pipelines.

In the mid-1980s, many experts analyzed the dynamic characteristics of single-capsule transport
from the perspective of annular slit flow. The mathematical models of the turbulent flow in an annular
slit areas were first established by Kroonenberg [10], who analyzed the hydraulic characteristics of the
annular slit flow including velocity distributions, pressure distributions, and boundary shear forces.
Polderman et al. [11] explored the hydraulic characteristics for the lubricating fluid in the annular slit
areas when the single cylindrical capsule was moving within the pipelines, and compared three-layer
gradient diffusion models with the experimental results. Chow [12] and Sud et al. [13] extended
Kroonenberg’s [10] studies. They analyzed the fully developed turbulent flow models within the
annular slit areas under the moving boundary by adopting basic relationships of the turbulent flow.
In the early 1990s, based on the three motion stages (suspension, oscillation, and stable migration),
Fujiwara et al. [14] adopted the method of model testing to analyze the flow characteristics of both
laminar and turbulent capsule flows in the annular slit areas under the conditions of both the concentric
and eccentric conveying pipes. Cheng et al. [15], Lenau et al. [16], and Huang et al. [17] assumed
that the single cylindrical capsule was both an elastic capsule model and a rigid capsule model. By
using these two models, these researchers predicted the critical velocity required to cause tilting
of a single cylindrical capsule when movement by a liquid flowing within the horizontal pipelines
was obstructed by the presence of an obstacle or protrusion on the pipe wall. Agarwal [18] and
Vlasak [19] used dimensional analysis to analyze the effects of different physical factors on the capsule
speeds. Yanaida et al. [20] and Azouz et al. [21] supplemented Polderman et al.’s [11] research findings.
They highlighted the turbulence vortex viscosity models to predict the hydraulic characteristics of the
annular slit flow formed by a Newtonian fluid, non-Newtonian fluid, and drag-reducing fluid under
a moving boundary, which further perfected the correlative theories of the annular slit flow.

In the early 21st century, Sun et al. [22] studied the relationship between the transport loadings
and the incipient velocities under the critical start-up condition of the cylindrical capsules within the
pipelines. An extension of Sun et al.’s [22] work was made by Wang et al. [23] and Li et al. [24] who
divided the overall transport processes into different stages and revealed the power sources of every
stage by analyzing the hydrodynamic mechanisms for the single cylindrical capsule. Zhang et al. [25]
conducted a wide range of experimental investigations to analyze the pressure drop characteristics
of the annular slit flow when the single cylindrical capsule transported within the pipelines under
different discharge and loading conditions. Wang et al. [26] added Zhang et al.’s [25] research schemes
and proposed the concepts of the optimal transport Reynolds number for the cylindrical capsule
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transport from the perspective of energy loss ratio inside the round pipelines. However, their studies
lacked detailed analysis on the flow velocity distributions and the pressure distributions of the internal
flow field inside the pipelines.

As computer technologies mature, numerical simulation was being widely applied to solve
a variety of complex hydraulics problems. The transport of heavy-density cylindrical capsules within
the vertical and horizontal pipelines was studied numerically by Vlasak et al. [27]. Subsequently,
Ulusarslan [28] discussed the pressure drop characteristics caused by a train of varying-density
spherical capsules within the pipelines. Khalil et al. [29] used three different turbulent models to
develop a numerical solution for the fundamental equations governing turbulent flow around a single,
concentric, long capsule in a pipe, which revealed the preliminary velocity distributions and pressure
distributions of the internal flow field around the cylindrical capsules. Asim et al. [30,31] conducted
detailed numerical analysis on the hydraulic characteristics of fluids transporting rectangular
and cylindrical capsules and proposed a semi-empirical model for predicting the pressure drop
characteristics in HCPs. Further studies carried out by Li et al. [32], who analyzed the hydraulic
characteristics of transporting the cylindrical capsules by using commercial CFD software Flow-3D
9.3 within the pipelines. These studies focused only on the unidirectional fluid–structure interaction
such that the capsule movement was assumed to be uniform motion with a constant speed within the
pipelines. Feng et al. [33] conducted a series of analytical studies on a bidirectional fluid–structure
interaction between an elliptic capsule and laminar fluid. However, these studies only involved
the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction between the elliptic capsule and the Poiseuille flow in a
two-dimensional channel, failing to reflect the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction between the
capsules and a three-dimensional turbulent fluid within the round pipelines.

In order to further improve the transport efficiency of the cylindrical capsules within the
pressurized pipelines, an improved cylindrical capsule was proposed and defined as a ‘piped carriage’.
In recent years, the numerical simulation of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction has become
an important tool of fluid machinery analysis, which considered the interaction between the fluid
domain and the structural domain so that the computational results were closer to real physical
phenomena. At present, the numerical simulation of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction was
mainly applied to the research findings in the rotating machineries such as the centrifugal pumps [34],
the fans [35] and the turbines [36], but a very limited discussed on the piped carriage in HCPs has been
presented. In this study, the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction between the structural domain of
the piped carriage and the fluid domain within the pipelines was numerically investigated by using
the commercial CFD software ANSYS-Fluent 12.0, and the effects of guide vane placement angle
on the hydraulic characteristics of transporting the piped carriage within the horizontal pipelines
were studied by identifying average speeds, velocity distributions, pressure distributions, vorticity
magnitude distributions, pressure drop characteristics, mechanical efficiencies, as well as force statistics
during the movement of the single piped carriage. At the same time, based on least cost principle, an
optimization model of HCPs transporting the piped carriage was established. This article will help
to accurately master the change laws of the velocity distributions and the pressure distributions in
a HCPs, and provide a solid theoretical foundation for the rational determination of the technical
elements in a HCPs and an accurate evaluation of its transport effects.

This remainder of this article is organized as follows. Chapter 2 and 3 express the relevant
theories, and materials and methods of the model testing for the piped carriage transport respectively.
In Chapter 4, the numerical methods of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction are analyzed in
detail. Chapter 5 expresses the verification of the simulated results in order to improve its reliability.
Chapter 6 discusses the simulated results of the hydraulic characteristics within the internal flow
field transporting the piped carriage having different guide vane placement angles. An optimization
model of HCPs transporting the piped carriage is established based on least cost principle in Chapter
7. Chapter 8 gives summary and expectation of this article.
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2. Theoretical Analysis

2.1. Design of the Piped Carriage

In recent years, the researchers have proposed a variety of the transport capsules. According to
the corresponding different structural types, the capsules were divided into five categories such as
a spherical capsule [28], a cylindrical capsule [10,14,30], a hexahedral capsule [31], a cylindrical capsule
with wheels [37], and a cylindrical capsule with supports [22]. When transporting the materials in
a 180◦ pipe bend, the cylindrical capsule and the hexahedral capsule collided with the inner wall of its
conveying pipes, which reduced the service life of the conveying pipes. The cylindrical capsule with
wheels and the cylindrical capsule with supports maintained the concentric state with the conveying
pipes, which prevented the capsules from repeated vibrations caused by the velocity variation that
occurred suddenly throughout the pressure pipelines. At the same time, the wheels and the universal
balls at the end of the support bodies caused the rolling frictional resistance with the inner wall of
the conveying pipes during the movement of the capsules, which reduced the degree of wear for the
inner wall of the conveying pipes. The spherical capsules had better kinetic stability during transport.
However, because of the limitations of the pipe diameter, the internal space of the capsule was so small
that a large amount of bulk solid materials cannot be sufficiently transported. The ‘piped carriage’
proposed in this article improved the above-mentioned capsules by installing the guide-vane structure
on the outer wall of the cylindrical capsule. On the one hand, the guide vanes caused the piped carriage
to rotate itself and improved the stability of the material transport. On the other hand, the guide
vanes increased the areas that were affected by the pipe fluid on the piped carriage and improved its
transport efficiency. Compared with more capsules in the previous published literature, the piped
carriage had the advantages of obvious structural innovation. The piped carriage was composed by
four parts: a barrel, support bodies, universal balls, and guide vanes. The entity structure of the piped
carriage was shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Entity structure of a piped carriage. Note: 1. Barrel. 2. Support bodies. 3. Universal balls. 4.
Guide vanes.

The barrel was a cylinder that machined from Plexiglas with a thickness of 5 mm, and its two ends
were connected to screw caps by threads [25]. In this article, the length and the diameter of the barrel
were defined as the length and the diameter of the piped carriage respectively, which were expressed
with symbols of lc and dc respectively. The support body of the piped carriage was composed of a thin
cylinder and a sheet-metal plate, and radially arranged on the front and rear ends of the cylindrical
barrel structure at 120-degree angles from each other [24]. The support bodies always maintained
a concentric position of the piped carriage within the transmission pipelines, which avoided the
collision between the piped carriage and the conveying pipes. In addition, the universal balls were
mounted at the end of each support body in order to reduce the frictional resistance between the
piped carriage wall and the pipe internal wall, thus contributing to energy efficiency. The guide vanes
were made of thick Plexiglas with a thickness of 3 mm by using the wooden molds and interlaced
with the support bodies at intervals of 60-degree angles on the outer wall of the barrel. The guide
vane was not a plane but a twisted surface. The long side of the guide vane was connected to the
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outer wall of the barrel, and its short side was perpendicular to the tangent to the outer wall of the
barrel at the fixed point. The projection length of the long side along the pipe axis and the short side
were defined as the length and the height of the guide vanes, respectively, which were expressed
with symbols of lv and hv, respectively. In the lateral unfolded diagram of the barrel, any point on
the sideline of its rear end was regarded as a reference point. Every additional 5 mm in line segment
along the pipe axis increased the same deflection angle to the outer side. The smooth curve that was
used to connecting the intersections of the line segments was the placement path of the guide vanes
on the outer wall of the barrel. The maximum deflection angle of the accumulated line segment was
the placement angle of the guide vanes, which was expressed with a symbol of ϕv. The guide vanes
were arranged anticlockwise from the rear end of the barrel to its front end. In order to reduce the
transport resistance of transporting the piped carriage, both ends of the guide vanes were machined
into streamlined structure. The guide vanes caused the translation and rotation with the aid of water
thrust force, thereby realizing the stable migration of the piped carriage. Steel ball bearings having
a diameter of 8 mm were served inside the single piped carriage and defined as a transport loading
of the piped carriage. The space between the steel ball bearings was filled with rubber marine sand
which had gelling properties. The structural diagram of the piped carriage was shown in Figure 2.
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4. Universal balls. 5. Guide vanes. Dc represents pipe diameter. dc represents diameter of a barrel. lc
represents length of a barrel. ϕv represents placement angle of a guide vane.

2.2. Force Analysis

The piped carriage was taken as the research object. When the piped carriage transported within
the horizontal pipelines, the forces acting on it mainly included:

(1) The gravity of the piped carriage Gc was related to the basic materials of the piped carriage.
(2) The pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of the piped carriage Fp, which can

be expressed as
Fp = Fp1 − Fp2 (1)

where Fp1 and Fp2 were the fluid pressures acting on the front and rear ends of the piped carriage,
respectively.

(3) The support force of the pipe wall against the piped carriage Fn. Six support forces acting on the
contact points between the universal balls of the piped carriage and the inner wall of the pipes in
different directions, and the directions of these support forces pointed towards the center of the
conveying pipes from its interior wall.

(4) The buoyancy of the piped carriage Fb was related to the internal volume of the barrel.
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(5) The rolling frictional resistance fc was decomposed into an axial force fcz and a circumferential
force fcθ . These two forces can be expressed respectively as

fcz = µzFn, fcθ = µθ Fn (2)

where µz was the axial rolling frictional resistance coefficient, µθ was the circumferential rolling
frictional resistance coefficient.

(6) The shear stress of the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the guide vanes τv was
decomposed into an axial force τvz and a circumferential force τvθ . These two forces can be
expressed respectively as

τvz =
λvρ(Vaz −Uvz)

2

8
, τvθ =

λvρ(Vaθ −Uvθ)
2

8
(3)

where Vaz and Vaθ were the average axial speed and the average circumferential speed of the piped
carriage respectively; Uvz and Uvθ were the average axial velocity and the average circumferential
velocity of the annular slit flow in the near-wall areas of the guide vanes respectively; λv was the
flow resistance coefficient in the near-wall areas of the guide vanes; ρ was the fluid density. In
this article, the average circumferential speed and average angular speed of the piped carriage
represented the circumferential rotating speed of the piped carriage, but the emphases expressed
by these two physical parameters were different. The average axial velocity was analyzed by
using the arc length, while the average angular velocity was analyzed by using the rotation angle.

(7) The shear stress of the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the barrel τb was decomposed
into an axial force τbz and a circumferential force τbθ . These two forces can be expressed
respectively as

τbz =
λbρ(Vaz −Usz)

2

8
, τbθ =

λbρ(Vaθ −Usθ)
2

8
(4)

where Usz and Usθ were the average axial velocity and the average circumferential velocity of the
annular slit flow respectively; λb was the flow resistance coefficient in the near-wall areas of the
barrel.

(8) The fluid thrust acting on the guide vanes Rv was decomposed into an axial force Rvz and a
circumferential force Rvθ . These two forces can be expressed respectively as

Rvz =
ψCzsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)

2

2 , Rvθ = ψCθ sinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

2
Cz = Cθ = 0.026Re−

1
7

(5)

where Cz and Cθ were the axial thrust coefficient and the circumferential thrust coefficient of the
guide vanes respectively; ψ was the projected area coefficient of the guide vanes in the direction
vertical to the pipe fluid; Uav was the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid.

(9) The lift acting on the piped carriage Fl was related to the hydrodynamic pressure and the average
axial velocity of the pipe fluid.

The force analysis on the piped carriage was shown in Figure 3.
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2.3. Motion Model

According to the force characteristics of the piped carriage, the motion models of transporting the
piped carriage within the horizontal pipelines were established.

According to the law of mass conservation, the total fluid mass ma flowing into the pipe was
equal to the sum of both the fluid mass mc flowing into the pipe due to the displacement of the piped
carriage and the fluid mass ms flowing into the pipe through the annular slit space during the ∆t
period. When the piped carriage moved at a constant speed, the continuity equation of the fluid inside
the pipelines can be expressed as

ma = mc + ms (6)

During the ∆t period, the total fluid mass flowing into the pipe can be expressed as

ma =
UavD2

c
4

ρ∆t (7)

During the ∆t period, the fluid mass flowing into the pipe due to the displacement of the piped
carriage can be expressed as

mc =
Vazd2

c
4

ρ∆t (8)

During the ∆t period, the fluid mass flowing into the pipe through the annular slit space can be
expressed as

ms =
Usz
(

D2
c − d2

c
)

4
ρ∆t (9)

Substituting Equations (7)–(9) into Equation (6) to obtain

UavD2
c

4
ρ∆t =

Vazd2
c

4
ρ∆t +

Usz
(

D2
c − d2

c
)

4
ρ∆t (10)

where Dc and dc were the diameters of the conveying pipes and the piped carriage, respectively.
Assuming that the diameter ratio of the piped carriage can be expressed as

b =
dc

Dc
(11)

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (10) to obtain the average axial velocity of the annular
slit flow. This average axial velocity can be expressed as

Usz =
Uav − b2Vaz

1− b2 (12)

When the piped carriage moved steadily along the pipe axis within the pipelines, the forces acting
on the piped carriage and the annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was respectively
should reach equilibrium states.
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When the average axial velocity of the annular slit flow was greater than the average axial speed
of the piped carriage, the direction of the shear stress acting on the piped carriage was oriented in
the same direction as the pipe fluid, and then the shear stress was the power of the piped carriage,
otherwise the shear stress was the resistance of the piped carriage.

If the shear stress acting on the piped carriage was power, then the forces acting on the piped
carriage along the pipe axis included the pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of
the piped carriage Fp, the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall
of the barrel Tbz, the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the
guide vanes Tvz, the axial force of the fluid thrust acting on the guide vanes Rvz and the axial force of
the rolling frictional resistance fcz.

According to Equation (1), the pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of the
piped carriage can be expressed as

Fp =
πd2

c ∆pc

4
(13)

where ∆pc was the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear ends of the piped carriage.
According to Equation (4), the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the

sidewall of the barrel can be expressed as

Tbz = τbzdclcπ =
λbρ(Vaz −Usz)

2dclcπ

8
(14)

According to Equation (3), the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the
sidewall of the guide vanes can be expressed as

Tvz = τvzhvlv =
λvρ(Vaz −Uvz)

2hvlv
8

(15)

According to the Equation (2), the axial force of the rolling frictional resistance fcz was obtained,
and according to the Equation (5), the axial force of the fluid thrust acting on the guide vanes Rvz

was calculated.
The pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of the piped carriage Fp, the axial

force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the barrel Tbz, the axial force
of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the guide vanes Tvz and the axial
force of the fluid thrust acting on the guide vanes Rvz were powers, while the axial force of the rolling
frictional resistance fcz was resistance. The powers and resistance were always equal and opposite.

Therefore, for the piped carriage, the force balanced equations in the direction of the pipe axis can
be expressed as

Fp + Tbz + Rvz + Tvz = fcz (16)

Substituting Equations (2), (5) and (13)–(15) into Equation (16) to obtain

πd2
c ∆pc
4 + λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ
8 + 0.5ψCzsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)

2

+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

8 = fcz

(17)

The fluid pressure difference between the front and rear ends of the piped carriage was deduced
from Equation (17), which can be expressed as

∆pc =
4µz Fn
πd2

c
− λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ

2πd2
c

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

πd2
c

− λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

2πd2
c

(18)

The annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was along the pipe axis included the
pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow Np, and the
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axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the barrel acting on the annular slit flow Sbz and the
axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the guide vanes acting on the annular slit flow Svz, the
shear forces of the pipe wall acting on the annular slit flow Sp, and the axial force of the fluid thrust of
the guide vane acting on the annular slit flow Wvz.

The pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow in
the part where the piped carriage was can be expressed as

Np =
π
(

D2
c − d2

c
)
∆ps

4
(19)

where ∆ps was the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear cross-sections of the annular
slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was.

According to Equation (4), the axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the barrel acting
on the annular slit flow can be expressed as

Sbz = τbzdclcπ =
λbρ(Vaz −Usz)

2dclcπ

8
(20)

According to Equation (3), the axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the guide vanes
acting on the annular slit flow can be expressed as

Svz = τvzhvlv =
λvρ(Vaz −Uvz)

2hvlv
8

(21)

The shear forces of the pipe wall acting on the annular slit flow can be expressed as

Sp = τpπDclc (22)

The shear stress acting on the interior wall of the conveying pipes can be expressed as

τp =
λpρU2

sz

8
(23)

where λp was the flow resistance coefficient in the near-wall areas of the pipe wall.
Substituting Equation (23) into Equation (22) to obtain

Sp =
λpρU2

szπDclc
8

(24)

According to Equation (5), the axial force of the fluid thrust of the guide vane acting on the
annular slit flow can be expressed as

Wvz =
ψCzsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)

2

2
(25)

The pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow was
power, while the axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the barrel acting on the annular slit
flow Sbz and the axial force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the guide vanes acting on the annular
slit flow Svz, the shear forces of the pipe wall acting on the annular slit flow Sp, and the axial force of
the fluid thrust of the guide vane acting on the annular slit flow Wvz were resistances. The power and
resistances were always equal and opposite.

Therefore, for the annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was, the force balanced
equations in the direction of the pipe axis can be expressed as

Np = Sp + Sbz + Wvz + Svz (26)
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Substituting Equations (19)–(21), (24) and (25) into Equation (26) to obtain

π(D2
c−d2

c)∆ps
4 =

λpρU2
szπDc lc
8 + λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ
8

+ψCzsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

2 + λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

8

(27)

The differential pressure between the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit annular slit
flow was deduced from Equation (27), which can be expressed as

∆ps =
λpρU2

szDc lc
2(D2

c−d2
c)

+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)
2dc lc

2(D2
c−d2

c)

+ 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

π(D2
c−d2

c)
+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)

2hv lv
2π(D2

c−d2
c)

(28)

Since the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear ends of the piped carriage ∆pc was
equal to the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow
in the part where the piped carriage was ∆ps, it was possible to obtain

4µz Fn
πd2

c
− λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ

2πd2
c

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

πd2
c

− λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

2πd2
c

=
λpρU2

szDc lc
2(D2

c−d2
c)

+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)
2dc lc

2(D2
c−d2

c)

+ 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

π(D2
c−d2

c)
+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)

2hv lv
2π(D2

c−d2
c)

(29)

Let ζ = Usz
Uvz

.
The motion models of transporting the piped carriage were deduced from Equation (29), which

can be expressed as

A1V2
az + B1UavVaz + C1U2

av −
4τbzdclcπ + 4µzFn − 4τvzhvlv

πb2D2
c

= 0 (30)

where

A1 =
b4λpρDc lcπ+λbρdc lcπ+(1−b2+ζb2)

2
λvρhv lv

2πD2
c (1−b2)

3 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c b2 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)

B1 =
λbρdc lc−2b2λpρDc lc−2ζ(1−b2+ζb2)λvρhv lv

2D2
c (1−b2)

3 − 4Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c b2 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)

C1 =
λpρDc lcπ+λbρdc lcπ+ζ2λvρhv lv

2πD2
c (1−b2)

3 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)
+ 2Czψsinϕv lvhv

πb2D2
c

According to Equation (30), the average axial speed of the piped carriage can be expressed as

Vaz =

√
B2

1U2
av

4A2
1
− C1U2

av
A1

+
4τbzdclcπ + 4µzFn − 4τvzhvlv

A1πb2D2
c

(31)

If the shear stress acting on the piped carriage was resistance, then based on the forces acting on
the piped carriage along the pipe axis, the pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of
the piped carriage Fp, and the axial force of the fluid thrust acting on the guide vanes Rvz were powers,
while the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the barrel Tbz,
the axial force of the shear forces for the annular slit flow acting on the sidewall of the guide vanes Tvz,
the axial force of the rolling frictional resistance fcz were resistances. The powers and resistances were
always equal and opposite.

Therefore, for the piped carriage, the force balanced equations in the direction of the pipe axis can
be expressed as

Fp − Tbz + Rvz − Tvz = fcz (32)
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Substituting Equations (2), (5), and (13)–(15) into Equation (32) to obtain

πd2
c ∆pc
4 − λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ
8 + ψCzsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)

2

2

− λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

8 = fcz

(33)

The fluid pressure difference between the front and rear ends of the piped carriage was deduced
from Equation (33), which can be expressed as

∆pc =
4µz Fn
πd2

c
+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ

2πd2
c

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

πd2
c

+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

2πd2
c

(34)

Based on the annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was along the pipe axis, the
pressure gradient force acting on the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow Np, the axial
force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the barrel acting on the annular slit flow Sbz and the axial
force of the shear forces for the sidewall of the guide vanes acting on the annular slit flow Svz were
powers, while the shear forces of the pipe wall acting on the annular slit flow Sp, and the axial force of
the fluid thrust of the guide vane acting on the annular slit flow Wvz were resistances. The power and
resistances were always equal and opposite.

Therefore, for the annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage was, the force balanced
equations in the direction of the pipe axis can be expressed as

Np = Sp − Sbz + Wvz − Svz (35)

Substituting Equations (19)–(21), (24), and (25) into Equation (26) to obtain

π(D2
c−d2

c)∆ps
4 =

λpρU2
szπDc lc
8 − λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ
8

+ψCzsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

2 − λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

8

(36)

The differential pressure between the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow was
deduced from Equation (36), which can be expressed as

∆ps =
λpρU2

szDc lc
2(D2

c−d2
c)

+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)
2dc lc

2(D2
c−d2

c)

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

π(D2
c−d2

c)
+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)

2hv lv
2π(D2

c−d2
c)

(37)

Since the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear ends of the piped carriage ∆pc was
equal to the fluid pressure difference between the front and rear cross-sections of the annular slit flow
in the part where the piped carriage was ∆ps, it was possible to obtain

4µz Fn
πd2

c
+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)

2dc lcπ

2πd2
c

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

πd2
c

+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)
2hv lv

2πd2
c

=
λpρU2

szDc lc
2(D2

c−d2
c)

+ λbρ(Vaz−Usz)
2dc lc

2(D2
c−d2

c)

− 2Czψsinϕv lvhv(Uav−Vaz)
2

π(D2
c−d2

c)
+ λvρ(Vaz−Uvz)

2hv lv
2π(D2

c−d2
c)

(38)

The motion models of transporting the piped carriage were deduced from Equation (38), which
can be expressed as

A2V2
az + B2UavVaz + C2U2

av −
4τbzdclcπ + 4µzFn + 4τvzhvlv

πb2D2
c

= 0 (39)
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where

A2 =
b4λpρDc lcπ−λbρdc lcπ−(1−b2+ζb2)

2
λvρhv lv

2πD2
c (1−b2)

3 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c b2 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)

B2 =
λbρdc lcπ−2b2λpρDc lcπ+2(1−b2+ζb2)ζλvρhv lv

2πD2
c (1−b2)

3 − 4Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c b2 − 4Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)

C2 =
λpρDc lcπ−λbρdc lcπ−ζ2λvρhv lv

2πD2
c (1−b2)

3 + 2Czψsinϕv lvhv
πD2

c (1−b2)
+ 2Czψsinϕv lvhv

πD2
c b2

According to Equation (39), the average axial speed of the piped carriage can be expressed as

Vaz =

√
B2

2U2
av

4A2
2
− C2U2

av
A2

+
4τbzdclcπ + 4µzFn + 4τvzhvlv

A1πb2D2
c

(40)

From Equations (31) and (40), the average axial speed of the piped carriage was strongly influenced
by several factors like the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid, the diameter ratio of the piped
carriage, the length of the barrel, the placement angle of the guide vane, the height of the guide vane,
the length of the guide vane, and the flow resistance coefficient in the near-wall areas of the pipeline.
This motion models were of vital significance for the analysis of the average axial speed of the piped
carriage in Section 6.1.

2.4. Rotating Characteristics

The guide vanes caused circumferential rotation motion of the piped carriage under the action of
the pipe fluid. In the steady stage, the piped carriages rotated at a uniform speed in the circumferential
direction. Therefore, a moment balance equation was established as

Mθ = Mτ + M f (41)

where Mθ was the moment generated by the circumferential force of the fluid thrust acting on the
guide vanes; Mτ was the moment generated by the circumferential shear stress acting on the sidewall
of the barrel; Mf was the moment generated by the rolling frictional resistance between the universal
balls and the inner wall of the conveying pipes.

According to Equation (5), the moment generated by the circumferential force of the fluid thrust
acting on the guide vanes can be expressed as

Mθ = NRvθ LR =
NψCθsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)

2LR
2

(42)

where N was the number of the guide vanes; LR was the distance from the action point to the pipe axis.
According to Equation (4), the moment generated by the circumferential shear stress acting on the

sidewall of the barrel can be expressed as

Mτ = τbθ Acx
dc

2
=

λbρ(Vaθ −Usθ)
2πd2

c lc
16

(43)

where Acx was lateral areas of the barrel.
According to Equation (2), the moment generated by the rolling frictional resistance between the

universal balls and the inner wall of the conveying pipes can be expressed as

M f = fcθ
Dc

2
=

µθ FnDc

2
(44)

Substituting Equations (42)–(44) into Equation (41) to obtain

NψCθsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)
2LR

2
=

λbρ(Vaθ −Usθ)
2πd2

c lc
16

+
µθ FnDc

2
(45)
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Assuming that the average angular speed of the piped carriage can be expressed as ωaθ , then

Vaθ =
ωaθ Dcb

2
(46)

Assuming that the average circumferential velocity of the annular slit flow was linearly distributed
along the radial direction in the annular slit areas, and the annular slit flow has the same angular speed
as the piped carriage, the average circumferential speed of the annular slit flow can be expressed as

Usθ =
ωaθ Dc(1 + b)

4
(47)

Substituting Equations (46) and (47) into Equation (45) to obtain

8NψCθsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)
2LR = λbρ

(
ωaθ Dcb

2
− ωaθ Dc(1 + b)

4

)2
πd2

c lc + 8µθ FnDc (48)

According to Equation (48), the average angular speed of the piped carriage ωaθ can be
expressed as

ωaθ = 8

√√√√2NψCθsinϕvlvhv(Uav −Vaz)
2LR − 2µθ FnDc

λbρπd2
c lcD2

c (b− 1)2 (49)

From Equation (49), it can be found that the average angular speed of the piped carriage was
related to various factors, such as the number of the guide vane, the placement angle of the guide vane,
the height of the guide vane and the length of the guide vane, the fluid density, and the structure of
the barrel. From the above equations, it can be concluded that as the placement angle of the guide
vanes increased, the average angular speed of the piped carriage also gradually increased.

3. Materials and Methods

To verify the reliability of the simulated results from the commercial software ANSYS-Fluent 12.0
(http://www.ansys.com/Products/Fluids/ANSYS-Fluent), we conducted experimental investigations
on the local hydraulic characteristics of the piped carriage transport under different placement angles
of the guide vanes within the pipelines. The experimental system was located in the Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory, Taiyuan University of Technology, which was composed of power devices, adjustment
devices, conveying devices and dropping and receiving devices, as shown in Figure 4. The power
devices included a centrifugal pumping unit and a water tank, where the rated power of the centrifugal
pump motor was 15 kW at 2900 r·min−1. The adjusting devices were composed of an electromagnetic
flowmeter, a surge tank, several regulating valves, a braking device of the piped carriage, and a rotating
control device [23]. The braking device was used to strictly control the start-up time for the piped
carriage. The rotating control device was used to limit the rotary movement of the piped carriage
around the center of the pipeline so that the piped carriage only had axial movement along the
pipelines. The conveying devices were round Plexiglas pipes with a total length of 28.62 m and
an inner diameter of 100 mm. Round flanges and rubber gaskets were used to seal and connect the
different pipe sections (a horizontal pipe and a 180◦ pipe bend). Cast iron supports were arranged at
the bottom of the conveying pipes to improve the stability of the piping system. A rectangular water
channel was arranged at the Plexiglas pipelines to improve measurement precision by preventing
refraction inside the pipelines of the laser beam. The dropping and receiving devices consisted of
an input port for the piped carriage, an energy-eliminated orifice plate and plastic recycling bins.
Sponge pads was placed on the energy-eliminated orifice plate in order to play a buffering role
in emergency braking of the piped carriage. The total length of the test section was 5.8 m. 2.7 m
downstream from the inlet cross-section of the 180◦ pipe bend and 4.7 m upstream from the braking
device of the piped carriage. When the test was conducted, the water was pumped from the water tank

http://www.ansys.com/Products/Fluids/ANSYS-Fluent
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into the steel penstocks through the centrifugal pumping unit, and the pipe discharge was adjusted to
be the experimental design value through the electromagnetic flowmeter and the regulating valves.
After the pipe discharge became steady, the piped carriage was first fed into the piping system through
the input port of the pipe carriage. Then, the hydraulic characteristics of the internal flow field were
measured by using the test instruments when the piped carriage with different guide vane placement
angles moved within the horizontal pipeline. Finally, the piped carriage reached the plastic recycling
bins with an aid of water thrust force. The water also flowed back to the water tank again through
the pipelines, which realized circulating utilization of water. The whole experimental system formed
a closed circulatory system [24].
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Figure 4. Experimental system. Note: 1. Centrifugal pump. 2. Steel penstocks. 3. Surge tank.
4. Regulating valve. 5. Electromagnetic flowmeter. 6. Input port for a piped carriage. 7. Braking
device. 8. Rotating control device. 9. Millisecond photoelectric timing devices. 10. Pressure sensors.
11. Piped carriage. 12. Rectangular water channel. 13. Test section. 14. Distributor box. 15. Personal
computer. 16. Signal receiver platform of laser Doppler anemometry. 17. Laser Doppler anemometry.
18. High-speed camera. 19. Digital displayer of millisecond photoelectric timing devices. 20. Standard
dynamic pressure collection system. 21. 180◦ pipe bend. 22. Horizontal pipe. 23. Plastic recycling bins.
24. Water temperature control device. 25. Water tank and energy-eliminated orifice plate.

The experimental schemes were shown in Table 1. According to the previous published
literature [38], it can be seen that the energy losses caused by the above three models of the piped
carriage were relatively small. For this mentioned reasons, three types of the piped carriage were
studied in this article.

Table 1. Experimental schemes

Model of Piped Carriage Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Barrel
Length/mm 100 150 150

Diameter/mm 70 60 70

Guide vane
Placement angle/◦ 3/6/9/12/15/18/21/24/27/30/33/36

Length/mm 100 150 150
Height/mm 10

Transport loading/kg 0.6

Pipe discharge/(m3·h−1) 50

Laser Doppler anemometry manufactured by the Danish company Dantech and the millisecond
photoelectric timing devices (702-3A, GOOD-STAR Limited, Hong Kong, China) were used to measure
the velocity distributions of the internal flow field within the pipelines. Laser Doppler anemometry
was a high-precision and non-contact velocity measuring device with an error of less than 0.2%.
The measurement precision of millisecond photoelectric timing devices was 0.001 s, and accurately
recorded the precise time when the piped carriage passed the test section through the high- and
low-level pulse signals in the system [39]. The pressure sensors (BOOST, Suzhou Xuan Sheng
Medical Technology Co., Ltd., Suzhou, China) were linked to standard dynamic pressure collection
system (TST5103, Chengdu test, Chengdu, China) to measure piezometric heads along the pipelines.
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The high-speed camera (Memrecam GX-3, NAC Image Technology, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was connected
to a personal computer via an RJ-45 connector twisted pair to measure the instantaneous axial speed
and the instantaneous angular speed of the piped carriage. The high-speed camera with an image
resolution of 1504 × 1280 took 500 frames every second in this article.

In this article, three typical cross-sections were selected in the test section to measure velocity
distributions of the internal flow field within the pipelines, in which 1#, 2# and 3# cross-sections
were 2.75, 2.85, and 2.95 m from the inlet cross-section in the test section. There were 43 velocity
measurement points in the velocity test cross-sections, arranged at the intersection between seven
equal spaced horizontal lines and the five equal spaced concentric annuluses. There were 12 pressure
measuring points (Piezometric tubes) with an interval of 0.5 m on the right side of the horizontal wall
of the test section. At the same time, the flow velocity distributions of the inlet cross-section and the
pressure distributions of the outlet cross-section were measured in the test section. Measurements
were made at each point three times and the average value of the measurements was reported.

The velocity data of the experimental cross-sections and the pressure data along the pipelines
were analyzed statistically with Suffer 11.0, Origin 9.0, and SPSS 21.0. The two ends of the piped
carriage in the flow direction were defined as the rear end (i.e., upstream end) and the front end
(i.e., downstream end), respectively; these terms were important in the analysis presented in Section 6.

4. Bidirectional Fluid–Structure Interaction Calculation

4.1. Mathematical Model

The surface cloud data of a piped carriage was obtained by using the FARO-LDI 3D laser scanning
system (Focus3D X350, FARO, Lake Mary, USA) and the mathematical model of the piped carriage
transported within a horizontal pipeline was created by using the commercial software Auto CAD
2014. In order to improve the quality of the meshes, the mathematical model appropriately simplified
the original model during the modeling processes. In this study, the original model was used for
the numerical calculation, which can improve the calculating precision of the simulated results.
The mathematical model was composed of a horizontal pipe model and a piped carriage model,
as shown in Figure 5.
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The horizontal pipe model was 5.8 m long with a diameter of 100 mm. The horizontal pipe model
was divided into three sections: an inlet pipe, a movement pipe and an outlet pipe, where the lengths
of these three sections were 0.5, 4.8, and 0.5 m respectively. The 0.5 m long inlet pipe was used in order
to allow the pipe fluid to become fully developed [13]. A 0.5 m long outlet pipe can be used to reduce
the effects of transporting the piped carriage on the pressure distributions of the outlet cross-section
in the mathematical model. A 4.8 m long movement pipe was the scope of motion for the center of
the piped carriage. The movement pipe was similar to that of Teke et al. [40], Ulusarslan et al. [28,41],
and Asim et al. [30,31]. The horizontal pipe section model was identical to the size of the test section in
the experimental system. In this article, three types of piped carriages were selected for the numerical
calculation, exactly the same as the size of the mode testing schemes. The placement angles of the
guide vanes ranged from 3 to 36◦ with an interval of 3◦. The length of the guide vanes was the same as
that of the barrel for the piped carriage, and the height of the guide vanes was 10 mm. Each support
body of the piped carriage was composed of a thin cylinder and a sheet-metal plate, where the thin
cylinder was 0.02 m in length and 8 mm in diameter. A 0.01 × 0.015 × 0.001 m sheet-metal plate
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played a significant role in connecting the barrel and the thin cylinder. The universal ball mounted
at the end of the support body was a hemispherical structure with a diameter of 8 mm. In this study,
the piped carriage model always maintained a concentric position with the horizontal pipe model. In
the initial state, the center of the piped carriage model was 0.7 m away from the inlet cross-section in
the mathematical model. The pipe discharge was 50 m3·h−1 and the transport loading that consisted of
the weight of the bulk solid materials only, and did not include the weight of the empty piped carriage
itself was 0.6 kg. In the reference coordinate system, the center point of the inlet cross-section of the
mathematical model was considered as the coordinate origin. When facing the downstream direction
of the horizontal pipelines, the z-axis was defined as the direction of the water, the x-axis was defined
as the direction of horizontally-left, and the y-axis was defined as the direction of vertically upward.

4.2. Governing Equations of Fluid Domain

The commercial ICEM CFD software was used to complete the meshing of the computational
domain in the mathematical model. The computational domains of this article were divided into two
parts: a fluid domain within the pipelines and a structural domain of the piped carriage. The fluid
domain included the inlet pipe, the movement pipe, and the outlet pipe of three parts. The inlet pipe
and the outlet pipe were meshed by using the structured hexahedral elements. The reason was that
the structured hexahedral mesh elements can be generated in these pipes with a very low skewness
and offered more accurate results due to lower numerical diffusion. In order to improve the quality
of the meshes near the exterior wall of the piped carriage, the movement pipe was meshed with
unstructured tetrahedral elements. The mesh density generally had great influences on the simulated
results. If the number of the meshes was larger, the computing methods needed to run a long time.
If the number of the meshes was less, the solving accuracy was difficult to ensure for the numerical
simulation. So, it was indispensable to analyze a mesh independence test for this purpose. To reduce
the effects of the mesh size on the simulated results, the mesh independence test was performed for
the fluid domain in the mathematical model [42,43]. By comparing the effects of different mesh sizes
on the average pressure of the inlet cross-section in the mathematical model, a reasonable mesh size
was selected successfully, as shown in Table 2. The average pressure at the inlet cross-section of the
mathematical model as a main indicator of the mesh independence test had the following advantages:
(1) because the pressure distributions of the outlet cross-section of the pipe model were consistent,
the pressure distributions of the inlet cross-section in the mathematical model can indirectly analyze
the pressure drop characteristics of the mathematical model; (2) this indicator can be obtained by using
the model testing, and the experimental results were used to verify the correctness of the simulated
results for the pressure distributions at the inlet cross-section.

Table 2. Mesh independence test

Mesh Size/m
Average Pressure of Inlet Cross-Section/Pa

ϕv = 6◦ ϕv = 12◦ ϕv = 18◦ ϕv = 24◦ ϕv = 30◦ ϕv = 36◦

0.0045 11,703.21 11,606.79 11,571.42 11,518.76 11,811.74 12,111.42
0.004 11,454.86 11,369.96 11,309.38 11,323.09 11,558.04 11,888.51

0.0035 11,265.38 11,218.73 11,143.02 11,172.16 11,381.96 11,707.97
0.003 11,159.14 11,097.55 11,049.43 11,080.63 11,266.71 11,598.59

0.0025 11,101.31 11,023.58 10,967.94 11,010.39 11,201.29 11,527.81
0.002 11,057.74 10,981.52 10,922.61 10,962.48 11,158.22 11,485.09

Note: ϕv represents placement angle of a guide vane.

According to the simulated results of the mesh independence test in Table 2, the relative errors
of the average pressure of the inlet cross-section in the mathematical model under the six different
placement angles of the guide vanes were not more than 0.41% between mesh sizes of both 0.002 m
and 0.0025 m. When the mesh size was less than 0.002 m, the effects of the mesh size on the average
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pressure of the inlet cross-section in the mathematical model were negligible. At the same time,
through the comparison between the simulated results and the experimental results for the average
pressure of the inlet cross-section, both results were basically consistent, and the maximum relative
errors did not exceed 1.65%. When the solving accuracy and the computing efficiency were considered
together, it was reasonable to use the mesh size of 0.002 m for the fluid domain of the mathematical
model. In this study, local surface meshes were adopted to achieve secondary mesh refinement for
the near-wall areas of the piped carriage, in which these meshes consisted of triangular elements with
a specific size of 0.001 m. The velocity gradient in the near-wall areas of both the moving boundary
of the piped carriage and the static boundary of the conveying pipes varied sharply. Therefore, it
was necessary that the rectangular elements were adopted to mesh the boundary layer areas [44].
The thickness of the first layer in the boundary layer areas was calculated to be 0.2537 mm (y+ = 30)
and the scale factor between two mesh layers was always 1.2. The y+ was the main parameter of the
mesh scale in the boundary layer areas of the near-wall areas, which was the dimensionless ratio of
the product of both the distance from the wall and the frictional velocity to the dynamic viscosity,
which reflected the fineness of the meshes as a whole [45]. At the initial time, the meshing of both the
fluid domain within the pipelines and the structural domain of the piped carriage in the mathematical
model (the placement angle of the guide vanes was 24◦) was shown in Figure 6.
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The fluid medium in the horizontal HCPs was water with a density of 1 × 103 kg·m−3 and
a dynamic viscosity of 1.062 × 10−3 Pa·s (water temperature was 18 ◦C). The operating conditions
being given to the solver were the operation pressure of 101,325 Pa (i.e., atmospheric pressure), and
ignored the influences of the gravity on the internal flow field within the pipelines. Investigations had
been carried out on the support bodies made of stainless steel having a density of 7.93 × 103 kg·m−3

and the barrel made of Plexiglas having a density of 1.2 × 103 kg·m−3 and the sheet-metal plate made
of iron having a density of 7.78 × 103 kg·m−3. Taking into account the complexity of the internal
flow field caused by transport of a single piped carriage, the following assumptions must be made
in the numerical calculation: (1) the physical parameters of the water were constant, thus ignoring
any change of the fluid density, (2) the solving process exclude the energy equations of heat transfer,
thus ignoring the frictional heat transfer between the pipe fluid and the internal wall of the conveying
pipes. The continuity equation and the Reynolds time-averaged N-S equation were used in the solving
process. In the Cartesian coordinates, the continuity equation and the Reynolds time-average equation
for the incompressible viscous fluid in the form of a tensor index can be expressed as [46]

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (50)
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′uj
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where t was time; ui and uj were the components of the time-averaged velocity in the i and j directions,
respectively; u′I and u′j were the fluctuating velocity in the i and j directions, respectively; i and j were
1, 2, and 3, respectively. p was the time-averaged pressure; µ was the dynamic viscosity; xi and xj were
the coordinate components in the i and j directions, respectively; S was the projection value of the
generalized source term of the momentum equation in the i direction.

The criteria for internal flows (such as pipeline flows) to be turbulent that the Reynolds number
was greater than 4000. It has been calculated that the flows inside the pipelines transporting the piped
carriage were turbulent. Hence, a turbulent model was required to be introduced for the numerical
calculation. Compared with the standard k-ε turbulent model and the Realizable k-ε turbulent model,
the RNG k-ε turbulent model can better be able to deal with the multiple complicated flow problems
like swirling flow, high strain rate flow, and sharply curved streamline flow. The governing equations
of the RNG k-ε turbulent model [47] in the form of a tensor index can be expressed as

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρkuj)
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=

∂
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where µeff was the effective viscosity; Gk was the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the
average velocity gradients; k was the turbulent kinetic energy; ε was the turbulent dissipation rate;
µeff = µ + µt was the effective viscosity; µt = ρCµk2/ε was turbulent viscosity, Cµ = 0.0845; C1ε and C2ε

were the turbulent model coefficients, respectively, C1ε = 1.42, C2ε = 1.68; αk and αε were the effective
Prandtl numbers for k and ε, respectively, αk = αε = 1.39; η0 and β were constants, η0 = 4.377, β = 0.012;

η =
(
2Eij · Eij

)1/2 k
ε , Eij =

1
2

(
∂uj
∂xi

+ ∂ui
∂xj

)
.

In the near-wall areas of the computational domain, the RNG k-ε turbulent model was no longer
applicable due to the lower Reynolds numbers. Therefore, the standard wall function method was
used for further processing and analysis at the low Reynolds numbers in the near-wall areas of the
computational domain.

The following boundary conditions of the mathematical model were set as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Boundary conditions

Boundary Name Boundary Condition

Inlet of the horizontal pipe model Velocity Inlet
Outlet of the horizontal pipe model Pressure Outlet

Static wall of the horizontal pipe model Stationary Wall
Moving wall of the piped carriage Translating Wall

Connecting cross-sections of different pipes Interface

(1) The inlet boundary was set as a ‘velocity inlet’ condition. In combination with the user defined
functions (UDFs), the measured velocity was used in order to define the distributions of the flow
velocity at the inlet cross-section. The estimated values of Re (Reynolds number), Ic (turbulence
intensity), k (turbulent kinetic energy), and ε (turbulent dissipation rate) at the inlet boundary were
calculated by using the semi-empirical formulas [48]. In this study, these turbulent parameters of the
pipe fluid can be expressed as

Re =
UavDc

υ
, Ic = 0.16Re−

1
8 , k =

3(Uav · Ic)
2

2
, ε = C0.75

ω
k3/2

l
(54)
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where υ was the kinematic viscosity; l was the turbulence length scale; Cω was the empirical constant of
the turbulent model, generally taking 0.09. By calculation, the specific turbulent parameters included
the Reynolds number of 166,514, the turbulence intensity of 0.035599, the turbulent kinetic energy of
0.0059446 m2·h−2 and the turbulent dissipation rate of 0.0107589 m2·s−3 within the pipelines.

(2) The outlet boundary was set as a ‘pressure outlet’ condition. The measured pressure was
used to define the pressure distributions at the outlet boundary of the mathematical model. Based on
the measured pressure of the outlet cross-section in the mathematical model, the pressure was set to
9700 Pa.

(3) The static boundary of the horizontal pipe model was set as a ‘no-slip’ condition [30].
The conveying pipes were considered to be hydrodynamically smooth, having a wall roughness
constant of zero.

(4) The moving boundary of the piped carriage was defined by using the six-degree-of-freedom
(6DoF) coupling model and the UDFs in the moving mesh technology. The macro of the UDFs DEFINE
SDOF PROPERTIES needed to define the moment of inertia, the rolling frictional resistance, the
migration scope, and the initial state of the piped carriage.

The moment of inertia of the piped carriage [49] can be expressed as

Jx = Jy =
1

12
m
(

3
4

d2
c + l2

c

)
, Jz =

1
8

md2
c (55)

where Jx, Jy, and Jz were the components of the moments of inertia in the three directions of x, y, and z,
respectively; m was the weight of the piped carriage (including the weight of the transport loadings).

According to Equation (2), the frictional resistance was composed of the axial frictional resistance
and the circumferential frictional resistance, which can be expressed as the product of the instantaneous
support force of the piped carriage multiplied by the rolling frictional coefficient between the piped
carriage wall and the Plexiglas pipe wall. The axial and circumferential rolling frictional resistance
coefficients were obtained by experiment, and these values were set to 0.428.

Only horizontal movement along the z direction and the rotary movement around the z-axis were
considered, while movement in the other directions was strictly limited. The initial instantaneous
axial speed and the initial instantaneous circumferential speed of the piped carriage were defined by
using the measured values of the instantaneous speed at which the center of the piped carriage passed
through the corresponding cross-sections.

(5) The connecting cross-section boundaries between the inlet pipe, the movement pipe and the
outlet pipe were set as ‘interface’ condition. The ‘interface’ boundaries realized mutual calling and
exchange of data between the internal flow fields with the different mesh types.

In this article, the inlet cross-section and the outlet cross-section of the horizontal pipe model
were set as the ‘velocity inlet’ and the ‘pressure outlet’, respectively, which were consistent with the
boundary conditions that were set by Asim et al. [30,31].

The PISO velocity–pressure coupling algorithm can modify the distortion of the meshes for
several times so that the deformation and reconstruction of the meshes involved in the numerical
simulation can be effectively solved. At the same time, this algorithm had higher precision for solving
the transient flow field. For this reason, the PISO velocity–pressure coupling algorithm was used in
this article. The finite volume methods were used to discretize the governing equations of the fluid
domain and reasonable relaxation factors were set to ensure the convergence speed of the simulated
results [50]. The pressure terms were discretized by using a PRESTO scheme and the Reynolds stress
term was discretized by using a first-order upwind scheme. The convective terms of the momentum
equation, the turbulent kinetic energy equation, and the turbulent dissipation rate equation were
discretized by using a second-order upwind scheme, while the diffusion terms of the above equations
were discretized by using a central differencing scheme. The convergence residuals of the discrete
form were set to 1 × 10−4, and the time step of the unsteady state in the numerical simulation process
was 1 × 10−6 s.
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4.3. Motion Equations of Structural Domain

In the 6DoF coupling model, the rigid body motion equations can solve the instantaneous speed,
the instantaneous displacement and the instantaneous attitude of the piped carriage at any time. The
rigid body motion equations [33,51,52] can be expressed as

F = macz, M = Iacθ + ωcθ × (I ·ωcθ) (56)

where F was the resultant force acting on the piped carriage; acz was the instantaneous accelerated
speed; M was the instantaneous moment; I is the instantaneous moment of inertia matrix; Vcθ was
the instantaneous angular speed; and acθ was the instantaneous angular acceleration. The Newmark
implicit time integral method was used to solve the rigid body motion equations.

At the coupling interface between the fluid domain within the pipelines and the structural domain
of the piped carriage, the mutual coupling variables such as the instantaneous displacements and
instantaneous stresses of both the fluid domain and the structural domain should be equal or conserved.
The conservation equations [53] can be written as

nτf = nτs, r f = rs (57)

where τ and r were the instantaneous stress and the instantaneous displacement at the coupling
surface, respectively; n was the normal vector; f was the fluid domain; s was the structural domain.

In ANSYS-Fluent 12.0, the resultant forces acting on the piped carriage consisted of the fluid
loadings and the non-fluid loadings. The fluid loadings were the coupling forces that the fluids exerted
on the piped carriage, including the drag and the lift, and the non-fluid loadings involved axial force
and circumferential force of the rolling frictional resistance, the gravity as well as the buoyancy. The
coupling forces acting on the piped carriage can be obtained by using the governing equations of the
fluid domain described in Section 4.2, while the non-fluid loadings of the piped carriage needed an
aided analysis of the UDFs. The gravity of the piped carriage needed to be considered in the 6DoF
coupling model.

4.4. Bidirectional Fluid–Structure Interaction Algorithm

The mathematical model meshes in real time were modified by exploiting the moving mesh
technology of both the elastic smoothing and the local reconstruction to adapt to the transient
displacement variation caused by the coupling effects of the piped carriage [54]. Numerical
investigations (non-steady state) using the RNG k-ε turbulent model were conducted on the hydraulic
characteristics of the piped carriage transport within the horizontal pipelines. The 6DoF coupling
model and the UDFs were used to analyze the transient dynamics responses of the single piped carriage.
The coupling interface realized real-time exchange of data between the fluid domain information and
the structural domain information.

The analysis process of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction method was shown in Figure 7.

(1) First of all, the motion parameters of the piped carriage needed to be set at the initial time
t, including the instantaneous axial speed, Vt

cz; the instantaneous angular speed, ωt
cθ ; the

instantaneous angle, θt
cθ ; and the instantaneous displacement, St

cz.
(2) The instantaneous axial speed and the instantaneous angular speed at time t were regarded

as the boundary conditions for the next iteration. The hydraulic characteristics at time t + ∆t
were solved based on the governing equations and the turbulent model of the fluid domain.
When the internal flow field was fully converged, the instantaneous resultant force Ft+∆t

c and the
instantaneous moment Ft+∆t

c acting on the piped carriage at time t + ∆t were obtained.
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(3) The instantaneous axial speed and the instantaneous displacement of the piped carriage at t + ∆t
were calculated, which were expressed as

Vt+∆t
cz = Vt

cz +
Ft+∆t

m
∆t, St+∆t

cz =

(
Vt

cz + Vt+∆t
cz

)
∆t

2
(58)

(4) The instantaneous angular speed and the instantaneous angle of the piped carriage at time t + ∆t
were calculated, which were expressed as

ωt+∆t
cθ =

(
M
I
−ωcθ ×ωcθ

)
∆t, θt+∆t

cθ =

(
Vt

cθ + Vt+∆t
cθ

)
∆t

2
(59)

(5) Combined with the instantaneous displacement St+∆t
cz and the instantaneous angle Vt+∆t

cz at time
t + ∆t, the piped carriage moved to a new location, and then the meshes of the fluid domain were
updated by using the moving mesh technology.

(6) The instantaneous axial speed and instantaneous angular speed at time t + ∆t were used as the
boundary conditions for the next iteration. The above calculation steps were repeated again until
the piped carriage arrived at the pre-defined locations in the computational domains.
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Figure 7. Flow diagram of bidirectional fluid–structure interaction analysis. Note: S represents range of
motion for a piped carriage. Si represents instantaneous displacement of a piped carriage at any time.

5. Verification of the Simulated Results

In order to further verify the reliability of the simulated results, the simulated results
were validated from three different aspects such as the instantaneous axial speed of the piped
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carriage, the piezometric heads through the pipelines and the axial velocity distributions of some
typical cross-sections.

5.1. Instantaneous Speed

Figure 8 showed the comparison of the simulated results and the experimental results for both
the instantaneous axial speeds and instantaneous angular speeds when the piped carriage with the
four different placement angles of the guide vanes (which were 9◦, 18◦, 27◦, and 36◦, respectively)
transported within the horizontal pipelines under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.
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Figure 8. Comparison of simulated results and experimental results for both instantaneous axial speeds
and instantaneous angular speeds of a piped carriage. Note: Vaz represents average axial speed of
a piped carriage. Vcz represents instantaneous axial speed of a piped carriage. ωaθ represents average
angular speed of a piped carriage. ωcθ represents instantaneous angular speed of a piped carriage. ϕv

represents placement angle of a guide vane.

The instantaneous axial speeds and the instantaneous angular speeds of the piped carriage in
Figure 8 were measured by using the high-speed camera. From Figure 8a–d, the simulated results of
the instantaneous axial speed of the piped carriage basically remained consistent with the experimental
results, and the maximum relative errors did not exceed 3.81%. The instantaneous axial speed of the
piped carriage during transport showed an irregular fluctuation within the range of ±0.02 m·s−1.
This appeared that the irregular fluctuation of the fluid pulsation pressure caused a fluctuating change
in the instantaneous loadings that fluid acted on the piped carriage, and induced a small variation
in the instantaneous acceleration of the piped carriage, resulting in the instantaneous axial speed of
the piped carriage to fluctuate within a certain subtle range. Because the fluctuation range of the
instantaneous axial speed was approximately two orders of magnitude less than that of the average
axial speed, it was considered that the motion status of the piped carriage can be treated as a constant
state. From Figure 8e–h, the simulated results of the instantaneous angular speeds of the piped carriage
basically remained consistent with the experimental results, and the maximum relative errors did not
more than 5.42%. The instantaneous angular speed of the piped carriage during transport showed an
irregular fluctuation within the range of ±0.1 rad·s−1. The reason was due to the fact that the irregular
fluid pulsation pressure caused a fluctuating change in the instantaneous loadings that fluid acted
on the guide vanes and led to an enormous variation of the instantaneous angular acceleration of the
piped carriage, which resulted in the instantaneous angular speeds of the piped carriage to fluctuate
within a certain subtle range. It can be preliminarily obtained that the piped carriage rotated around
the z-axis at a constant angular speed within the pipelines.

5.2. Piezometric Heads

Figure 9 showed the comparison of the simulated results and the experimental results for the
piezometric heads through the pipelines when the center of the piped carriage with the six different
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placement angles of the guide vanes (which were 6◦, 12◦, 18◦, 24◦, 30◦, and 36◦, respectively) arrived
at the location that was 2.5 m from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe discharge of
50 m3·h−1.
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The pressure sensors (BOOST, Suzhou Xuan Sheng Medical Technology Co., Ltd., Suzhou, China)
were used to measure the piezometric heads along the pipeline. The standard dynamic pressure
collection system (TST5103, Chengdu test, Chengdu, China) was used to collect the mean piezometric
heads and the pulsating piezometric heads, and transmit them to a personal computer. In order to
improve the precision of the data acquiring, the acquisition frequencies of the pressure sensors was
set to be 128 Hz, and the acquisition time was set to be 10 s. During a surprisingly short time, the
instantaneous piezometric head was the sum of both the mean piezometric heads and the pulsating
piezometric heads, and fluctuated around a mean value. This mean value was defined as the mean
piezometric head. In order to improve the solving accuracy of the mean piezometric heads, the mean
piezometric heads was calculated at approximately one every 0.1 s for the instantaneous pressure
data of the piezometric tubes. Thereby, the variation trend of the mean piezometric heads over time
was obtained. From Figure 9, it was obtained that the simulated results of the piezometric heads
along the pipelines were consistent with the experimental results, and the maximum relative errors
did not exceed 1.18%. As the placement angle of the guide vanes increased, the pressure drop of the
piezometer heads near the front end of the piped carriage gradually decreased. This appeared because
the increase of the guide vane placement angle caused an increase in the flow rate of the spiral flow in
the annular slit areas towards the back-flow areas, leading to a decrease in the axial velocity in the
back-flow areas. According to the flow conservation law, the axial velocity near the interior wall of the
pipeline at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage gradually decreased, resulting in a decrease
in the pressure drop in this region. With the increase of the guide vane placement angle, the slope of
the piezometric head lines at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage gradually increased,
while the slope of the piezometric head lines at the upstream flow field of the piped carriage was the
same. This appeared because the increase of the guide vane placement angle caused an increase in
the spiral flow intensity at the upstream flow field of the piped carriage, which led to an increase
in the local energy losses of the internal flow field; thus, producing an increase in the slope of the
piezometric head lines at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage with the increase of the
guide vane placement angle. In addition, due to the structure of the guide vanes, the spiral flow only
existed at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage; thus, the slope of the piezometric head
lines at the upstream flow field of the piped carriage did not change with the increasing guide vane
placement angle.
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5.3. Velocity Distributions

Figure 10 showed the comparison of simulated results and experimental results for the axial
velocity at the horizontal polar axis of the three different cross-sections at the downstream flow field of
the piped carriage when the center of the piped carriage with the six different placement angles of the
guide vanes (which were 6◦, 12◦, 18◦, 24◦, 30◦, and 36◦, respectively) arrived at the location that was
2.5 m from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.
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Figure 10 showed the simulated results of the axial velocity at the horizontal polar axis of the
three different cross-sections were consistent with the experimental results, and the maximum relative
errors did not exceed 5.16%. Because the piped carriage transport had a significant impact on the
velocity distributions of its downstream flow field, the simulated results of the flow velocity at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage needed to be verified. There was an obvious back-flow
phenomenon near the front end of the piped carriage. The reason was due to the fact that the transition
of the pipe fluid from the annular slit areas in the part where the piped carriage was to the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage caused the boundary layer separation phenomenon, which led to the
downstream fluid of the piped carriage gradually flowing into the cavity areas near the front end of the
piped carriage. The closer the experimental cross-sections were to the front end of the piped carriage,
the more obvious the back-flow phenomenon became. The reason was that the back-flow phenomenon
was caused by the boundary layer separation. Therefore, the closer the experimental cross-sections
were to the front end of the piped carriage, the more obvious the influences of the boundary layer
separation were. Due to the effects of the guide vanes, the axial velocity distributions of the internal
flow field near the front end of the piped carriage were asymmetrical. When the guide vane placement
angle was 12◦, the axial velocity distributions of different cross-sections in the near-wall areas of the
pipeline were significantly different, and when the guide vane placement angle was 24◦, the axial
velocity distributions of different cross-sections in the near-wall areas of the pipeline were basically
the same. The reason was due to the fact that the increasing placement angle of the guide vanes
led to an increase in the flow rate of the annular slit flow flowing into the cavity areas created by
the boundary layer separation so that the axial velocity of the backflow fluid diffusing towards the
near-wall areas of the pipeline decreased, which led to a small change in the axial velocity gradient of
different cross-sections in the near-wall areas of the pipeline. Therefore, as the placement angle of the
guide vanes increased, the axial velocity distributions of different cross-sections in the near-wall areas
of the pipeline were more consistent.

The numerical simulation of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction can directly obtain the
instantaneous axial speed and instantaneous angular speed of the piped carriage, which had obvious
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advantages by comparing with the unidirectional fluid–structure interaction method. Moreover, it was
feasible to use commercial CFD software ANSYS-Fluent 12.0 to solve the hydraulic characteristics of
the local flow field when the piped carriage with different placement angles of the guide vanes moved
within the horizontal pipelines.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Average Speed Analysis

Figure 11 showed the changes in the average axial speeds and average angular speeds of the
piped carriages as the placement angle of the guide vanes increased. From Figure 11a, it can be
seen that the average axial speed of the piped carriage showed a logarithmic growth trend with the
increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes. The phenomenon occurred because the increasing
placement angle of the guide vanes caused an increasing axial force acting on the guide vanes under
the action of the pipe fluid, resulting in an increase in the average axial speed of the piped carriage.
The increase in the diameter and the length of the piped carriage caused a gradual increase in the
buoyancy acting on the piped carriage, which led to a decrease in the frictional resistance. The greater
the diameter of the piped carriage was, the larger the pressure gradient force that fluid acted on the
piped carriage was. The greater the length of the piped carriage was, the greater the shear stress
that fluid acted on the sidewall of the piped carriage was. Because the shear stress was significantly
smaller than the pressure gradient force for the piped carriage, the Model 3 of piped carriage had the
largest average axial speed, and Model 1 of the piped carriage was the second, and Model 2 of the
piped carriage was the smallest. According to Equation (30), the average axial velocity of the piped
carriage can be qualitatively analyzed. The increase of the guide vane placement angle caused growth
rate of the C1 to be larger than that of the B1 so that the symmetry axis of the equation gradually
increased, which led to an increase in the abscissa of the intersection point between the equation and
the x-axis. Therefore, the average axial speed of the piped carriage gradually increased with increasing
placement angle of guide vanes. From Figure 11b, it can be seen that the average angular speed of
the piped carriage increased exponentially as the placement angle of the guide vanes increased. The
phenomenon occurred because the increase of the placement angle caused an increase in the reverse
resistance and the circumferential force acting on the piped carriage, resulting in an increase in the
average angular speed of the piped carriage. From Equation (49) in Section 2.4, it can also be found
that the increase of the guide vane placement angle caused a logarithmic growth of sinϕv, resulting in
a logarithmic increase in the average angular speed. When the placement angles of the guide vanes
were the same, the closer the relative velocity between the piped carriage and the pipe fluid was, the
smaller the average angular speed of the piped carriage was. Therefore, the Model 2 of the piped
carriage had the largest average angular speed, the Model 1 of the piped carriage was the second, and
the Model 3 of the piped carriage was the lowest. According to Equation (55), the rotational torque of
the Model 3 of the piped carriage was the smallest, which further explained that the average angular
velocity of the Model 3 of the piped carriage was the largest.
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Figure 11. Relationship between both average axial speeds and average angular speeds of piped
carriages and placement angles of guide vanes. Note: Vaz represents average axial speed of a piped
carriage. ωaθ represents average angular speed of a piped carriage. ϕv represents placement angle of a
guide vane.

6.2. Axial Velocity Distributions

Figure 12a showed the axial velocity distributions of the internal flow field within the pipelines
when the center of the piped carriage with the different placement angles of the guide vanes arrived
at the location that was 2.5 m away from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe
discharge of 50 m3·h−1. For the sake of contrastive analysis of the internal flow field characteristics,
all the flow field distributions of the center cross-sections in Section 6 were selected to be perpendicular
to the support bodies.
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Figure 12. Axial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage within a pipeline. Note: ϕv

represents placement angle of guide vane. Scz represents instantaneous displacement of a piped
carriage. Vaz represents average axial speed of a piped carriage. Vcz represents instantaneous axial
speed of a piped carriage. θcθ represents instantaneous angle of a piped carriage. ωaθ represents
average angular speed of a piped carriage. ωcθ represents instantaneous angular speed of a piped
carriage. t represents time. Dc represents pipe diameter.

As shown in Figure 12a, the obvious back-flow areas existed near the front end of the piped
carriage. The phenomenon occurred because there was the adverse pressure gradient existed in the
boundary layer of the piped carriage wall, which resulted in the boundary layer separation in the
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annular slit areas of the front end of the piped carriage. As a result, the annular slit flow leaved the
front end of the piped carriage and its downstream fluid randomly flowed into the cavity areas formed
by the boundary layer separation. There were two high velocity areas at the entrance location of the
annular slit flow and in the near-wall areas of the pipeline at the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage. The reason why the high velocity areas at the entrance location of the annular slit flow were
generated was that the boundary layer separation caused a decrease in the main cross-section areas
so that the axial velocity at these areas increased. The high velocity areas in the near-wall areas of
the pipeline at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage were formed by the interaction of
the back-flow fluid with the front end of the piped carriage, resulting in high-speed diffusion of the
back-flow fluid towards the near-wall of the conveying pipes. In addition, due to the influences of the
guide vanes, the distributions of the high axial velocity areas were asymmetrically at the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage. As the placement angle of the guide vanes increased, the affected
range in the axial velocity of the back-flow areas at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage
gradually decreased. These results occurred such that the increasing placement angle of the guide
vanes led to an increase in the flow rate of the annular slit flow flowing into the cavity areas created by
the boundary layer separation, thus resulting in a decrease in the affected range in the axial velocity of
the back-flow areas. With the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes, the axial velocity
of the high velocity areas near wall of the conveying pipes at the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage gradually decreased. This was mainly due to that fact that the decreasing axial velocity in the
back-flow areas caused a decrease in the relative velocity between the back-flow fluid and the piped
carriage, resulting in a decrease in the axial velocity that diffused towards the near-wall areas at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage.

Figure 12b showed the axial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage having a guide
vane placement angle of 24◦ at different time under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the pipe fluid, the axial velocity in the
near-wall areas of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady. As shown in Figure 12b axial velocity
distributions in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage were basically the same at different times,
and there was no periodic variation of the axial velocity distributions over time. The difference
between the maximum axial velocity and the average maximum axial velocity was not more than
1.53%. These results occurred because the instantaneous axial speed and instantaneous angular speed
changed with a limited range, leading to the uniform axial velocity distributions of the bidirectional
interaction system formed by both the piped carriage and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.3. Radial Velocity Distribution

Figure 13a showed the radial velocity distributions of the internal flow field within the pipelines
when the center of the piped carriage with the different placement angles of the guide vanes arrived
at the location that was 2.5 m away from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe
discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

From Figure 13a, the radial velocity of the internal flow field within the pipelines was mainly
distributed near the front and rear ends of the piped carriage, and the direction of the radial flow
velocity was directed from the center of the pipe to the pipe internal wall. This phenomenon appeared
because the forming principles of the radial velocity near the front and rear ends of the piped carriage
were different. For the radial velocity near the rear end of the piped carriage, the reason was that
the pipe fluid affected by the rear end of the piped carriage shrank into the annular slit areas, which
caused radial velocity flowing from the center of the pipe to the wall of the pipe. As for the radial flow
velocity near the front end of the piped carriage, the reason was due to the fact that the pipe fluids in
the back-flow areas and the front end of the piped carriage interacted with each other, which led to the
radial velocity dispersed from the center of the pipe to the wall of the pipe. The greater the relative
velocity between the pipe fluid and the piped carriage was, the larger the radial velocity of the internal
flow field was. Because of the higher relatively relative velocity between the back-flow fluid and the
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front end of the piped carriage, the radial velocity of the internal flow field near the front end of the
piped carriage was greater. The radial velocity at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage
was smaller, and the direction of the radial velocity pointed to the center of the pipe from the pipe
wall; this area was formed by the diffusion of the annular slit flow towards the downstream flow field
of the piped carriage. As the placement angle of the guide vanes increased, the affected areas of the
radial velocity near the front and rear ends of the piped carriage gradually decreased. These results
occurred because as the placement angle of the guide vane increased, the decreasing relative velocity
between the rear end of the piped carriage and the pipe fluid caused a decrease in the affected areas of
the radial velocity near the rear end of the piped carriage. In addition, the decreasing relative velocity
between the front end of the piped carriage and the back-flow fluid decreased the areas of affected
radial velocity near the front end of the piped carriage.
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Figure 13b showed the radial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage having a guide
vane placement angle of 24◦ at different time under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the pipe fluid, the radial velocity in the
near-wall areas of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady. As shown in Figure 13b radial velocity
distributions in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage were basically the same at different times,
and there was no periodic variation of the radial velocity distributions over time. The difference
between the maximum radial velocity and the average maximum radial velocity did not more than
2.09%. These results occurred because the instantaneous axial speed and instantaneous angular speed
changed with a limited range, leading to the uniform radial velocity distributions of the bidirectional
interaction system formed by both the piped carriage and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.4. Circumferential Velocity Distribution

Figure 14a showed the circumferential velocity distributions of the internal flow field within the
pipelines when the center of the piped carriage with the different placement angles of the guide vanes
arrived at the location that was 2.5 m away from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the
pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.
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From Figure 14a, the circumferential velocity near the rear end of the piped carriage was caused
by the support bodies, therefore the maximum circumferential velocity appeared near the wall of
the support bodies. Under the action of the pipe fluid, the front end of the piped carriage rotated
clockwise. This variation occurred because the pipe fluid had a certain viscosity, the circumferential
velocity near the front end of the piped carriage presented clockwise. Because the twisting direction
of the guide vanes rotated counterclockwise from the rear end of the piped carriage to its front end,
the circumferential velocity near the front end of the piped carriage was in the clockwise direction.
There were larger circumferential velocity distributions near the wall of the guide vanes in the annular
slit areas. This was due to the fact that two forces of both the reverse resistance and the vertical lift
generated by the fluid acting on the guide vanes caused a large degree of curvature of the streamlines
near the wall of the guide vanes, resulting in the formation of a spiral flow with uniform intensity of
vorticity within the pipelines. The circumferential velocity at the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage was formed by the diffusion of the spiral flow in the annular slit areas towards its downstream
flow field. As the placement angle of the guide vanes increased, the circumferential velocity and the
affected areas at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage gradually increased. This variation
occurred because the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes caused an increase in the
curvature of the streamlines at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage, resulting in the
increase of the velocity circulation formed within the pipelines. Since the average angular speed of the
piped carriage gradually increased with the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes, the
circumferential velocity near the front end of the piped carriage gradually showed a trend of increasing
with the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes. When the piped carriage travelled through
the horizontal pipelines, the obvious areas of circumferential velocity distributions were developed
at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage. The hydraulic characteristics of transporting the
piped carriage were distinguished from that of transporting the carriers in the published literature.
Asim et al.’s [30] studies found that significant circumferential velocity distributions were not formed
at the downstream flow field of the cylindrical capsule, when the cylindrical capsule moved inside
the pipelines.

Figure 14b showed the circumferential velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage
having a guide vane placement angle of 24◦ at different time under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.
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Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the pipe fluid, the circumferential velocity
in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady. As shown in Figure 14b
circumferential velocity distributions in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage were basically the
same at different times, and there was no periodic variation of the circumferential velocity distributions
over time. The difference between the maximum circumferential velocity and the average maximum
circumferential velocity did not more than 1.75%. These results occurred because the instantaneous
axial speed and instantaneous angular speed changed with a limited range, leading to the uniform
circumferential velocity distributions of the bidirectional interaction system formed by both the piped
carriage and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.5. Pressure Distributions

Figure 15a showed the pressure distributions of the internal flow field within the pipelines when
the center of the piped carriage with the different placement angles of the guide vanes arrived at the
location that was 2.5 m away from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe discharge of
50 m3·h−1.
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From Figure 15a, the local high-pressure areas of the internal flow field existed near the front and
rear ends of the piped carriage within the pipelines. This phenomenon appeared for different reasons
at the front and rear ends of the piped carriage. Considering the high-pressure areas near the rear end
of the piped carriage, the reason was that the fluid kinetic energy was converted into pressure energy
under the action of the piped carriage. As for the high-pressure areas near the front end of the piped
carriage, the reason was due to fact that collision between the back-flow fluid and the piped carriage
caused the fluid kinetic energy to be converted into pressure energy. The greater the relative velocity
between the pipe fluid and the piped carriage was, the greater the local pressure growth was; thus,
the growth rate of the pressure near the front end of the piped carriage had been obviously higher
than that near the rear end. The obvious low-pressure areas at the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage were developed, and the pressure at the downstream flow field of this areas gradually rose
again. This reason was due to the fact that mixing between the annular slit flow and the downstream
fluid of the piped carriage caused two processes such as energy dissipation and energy conversion.
The energy dissipation was the process of converting kinetic energy into internal energy due to the
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viscosity of the fluid when the downstream fluid interacted with the annular slit flow. Simultaneously,
the energy conversion was the process of converting the kinetic energy into the pressure energy of
the downstream fluid when the annular slit flow collided with the downstream fluid of the piped
carriage. The dual effects of both the energy dissipation and the energy conversion together caused
the distinct low-pressure areas at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage, while the energy
conversion caused the pressure to rise again at the downstream flow field of these low-pressure areas.
With the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes, the scope of the high-pressure areas near
the front and rear ends of the piped carriage gradually decreased. This behavior occurred for different
reasons near the front and rear of the piped carriage. The reason for the high-pressure areas near
the rear end of the piped carriage was that the increase of the placement angular of the guide vanes
caused a decrease in the relative velocity between the piped carriage and its upstream fluid, resulting
in a decrease in the degree to which kinetic energy was converted into pressure energy. Meanwhile,
the reason why the high-pressure areas near the front end of the piped carriage were generated was
that the flow velocity of the back-flow fluid under the action of the guide vanes gradually decreased
with increasing the placement angle of the guide vanes, resulting in a decrease in the high pressure
areas near the front end of the piped carriage. With the increase of the placement angle, the pressure
drop at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage became more severe. The reason was that
the spiral flow intensity in the annular slit areas gradually increased with the increase of the guide
vane placement angle, resulting in severe energy dissipation at the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage. The pressure at the upstream flow field of the piped carriage showed a trend of decrease
first and then increase. This occurred because the energy losses caused by transporting the piped
carriage decreased first and then increased with the increase of the guide vane placement angle. This
is described in detail in Section 6.7.

Figure 15b showed the pressure distributions of transporting a piped carriage having a guide
vane placement angle of 24◦ at different time under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

From Figure 15b, the pressure in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage showed an overall
decreasing trend over time. This occurred because the instantaneous axial speed and instantaneous
angular speed changed within a limited range when the piped carriage transported along the horizontal
pipelines, which led to the same energy losses of transporting the piped carriage at different times.
Because the pressure inside the pipeline gradually decreased, the pressure in the near-wall areas of
the piped carriage reduced when the piped carriage moved towards the downstream flow field of the
conveying pipes.

6.6. Vorticity Magnitude Distributions

Figure 16a showed the vorticity magnitude distributions of the internal flow field within the
pipelines when the center of the piped carriage with the different placement angles of the guide vanes
arrived at the location that was 2.5 m away from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the
pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

From Figure 16a, the vorticity magnitude distributions of the internal flow field within the
pipelines were mainly distributed near the rear sidewall of the barrel, in the near-wall areas of the
guide vanes and at the interface between the annular slit flow and the downstream fluid of the piped
carriage. When the piped carriage moved within the pipelines, the boundary layer separation near the
rear sidewall of the barrel formed a local vortex, which in turn caused the distinct vorticity magnitude
distributions. The reverse resistance and the vertical lift generated by the guide vanes under the action
of the pipe fluid caused a large degree of curvature of the streamlines, which led to forming a vortex
with uniform intensity of vorticity. The annular slit flow was mixed with the downstream fluid of
the piped carriage, which caused the formation of the obvious vorticity magnitude at their interface
between two fluids. The vorticity magnitude at the entrance location was greater than that at the
exit location for the annular slit areas. The reason for the formation of the vorticity magnitude at
entrance location was that the pipe fluid suddenly contracted near the rear end of the piped carriage,
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and the annular slit flow at the boundary of the piped carriage produced an enormous boundary layer
separation. In addition, the vorticity magnitude at the exit location was caused by the disturbance of
the guide vanes to the annular slit flow. Due to the greater degree of curvature of the streamlines caused
by the boundary layer separation at entrance location of the annular slit areas, the vorticity magnitude
in these areas was larger. With the increase of the guide vane placement angle, the vorticity magnitude
near the rear end of the piped carriage was gradually reduced, while the vorticity magnitude at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage was gradually increased. This behavior occurred for
different reasons. The vorticity magnitude near the rear end of the piped carriage appeared because
the increasing placement angle of the guide vanes caused a decrease in the relative velocity between
the piped carriage and pipe fluid, leading to a drastic reduction in affected scope of the boundary
layer separation. However, the vorticity magnitude at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage
appeared because the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes caused an increase in the
circumferential velocity of the annular slit flow and caused a serious blending between the annular
slit flow and the downstream fluid of the piped carriage, resulting in an increase in the vorticity
magnitude at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage. With the increase of the placement angle
of the guide vanes, the affected areas of the vorticity magnitude at the downstream flow field of the
piped carriage gradually increased. This appeared because as the placement angle of the guide vanes
increased, the back-flow areas existed near the front end of the piped carriage gradually decreased;
thus producing an increase in spreading scope of the vorticity magnitude towards the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage.
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Figure 16b showed the vorticity magnitude distributions of transporting a piped carriage having
a guide vane placement angle of 24◦ at different time under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the pipe fluid, the vorticity magnitude in
the near-wall areas of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady. As shown in Figure 16b vorticity
magnitude distributions in the near-wall areas of the piped carriage were basically the same at
different times, and there was no periodic variation of the vorticity magnitude distributions over
time. The difference between the maximum vorticity magnitude and the average maximum vorticity
magnitude did not more than 1.84%. These results occurred because the instantaneous axial speed and
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instantaneous angular speed changed with a limited range, leading to the uniform vorticity magnitude
distributions of the bidirectional interaction system formed by both the piped carriage and the pipe
fluid at any time.

6.7. Pressure Drop Characteristics

Figure 17 showed the trend of the average pressure drop coefficient with the increase of the
guide vane placement angle under the pipe discharge of 50 m3·h−1, when the three types of the piped
carriage moved along the horizontal pipelines.
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The energy losses of the piped carriage transport were represented by using the pressure drop
coefficient. The pressure drop coefficient was the ratio of the total pressure drop for the piped carriage
flow to the total pressure drop that would exist if fluid alone flowed in the same conveying pipes
at the same average velocity. Due to the effects of the fluid pulsation pressure, the pressure drop
coefficient of the piping system fluctuated irregularly over time. For this reason, the average pressure
drop coefficient was used to analyze the energy losses of transporting the piped carriage. Therefore,
the average pressure drop coefficient can be expressed as

Cp =
∆Pm

∆Pn
(60)

where ∆Pm was the total pressure drop for the piped carriage flow; ∆Pn was the total pressure drop
that would exist if fluid alone flowed in the same pipe at the same average axial velocity.

With the increasing placement angle of the guide vanes, the average pressure drop coefficient of
the piped carriage decreased first and then increased, and the average pressure drop coefficient caused
by transporting the piped carriage with guide vane placement angle of 21◦ was the smallest. According
to the change laws of the above curves in Figure 17, it can be founded that when the guide vane
placement angle was less than 21◦, the average axial speed of the piped carriage played a dominant
role such that the increasing speed of the piped carriage decreased the local energy losses. When the
guide vane placement angle was greater than 21◦, the placement angles of the guide vanes became the
main affecting factor, which led to an increase in the energy losses with the increase of the placement
angle of the guide vanes. The Model 3 of the piped carriage had the lowest average pressure drop
coefficient, the Model 1 of the piped carriage was the second, and the Model 2 of the piped carriage
was the highest. This phenomenon appeared because the guide vanes of Model 2 has the largest
distortion angle and the lowest average axial speed, so the average pressure drop coefficient caused by
this model of the piped carriage was the largest. Simultaneously, the increasing average axial speed of
the piped carriage decreased the average pressure drop coefficient. Therefore, the average pressure
drop coefficient for the Model 3 of the piped carriage was the lowest.
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6.8. Mechanical Efficiencies

Mechanical efficiency was one of the important indicators to evaluate the performance of the
mechanical properties. Mechanical efficiency denoted the transformation efficiency with which the
total energy of the pipe fluid was changed into mechanical energy for the piped carriage transport in
physics. The total energy of the pipe fluid represented the total energy losses of the pipe fluid around
the piped carriage, and the mechanical energy represented the kinetic energy of the piped carriage.
The mechanical efficiency was defined as the ratio of the average kinetic energy of the piped carriage to
the average total energy losses of the pipe fluid around the piped carriage, which can be expressed as

η =
FdVaz

ApUavρg(∆Pm − ∆Pn)
× 100% (61)

where η was the mechanical efficiency; Ap was the pipe cross-sectional areas.
Figure 18 showed the variation trend of the mechanical efficiency of the piped carriage as the

guide vane placement angle increased when the piped carriage moved within the pipelines. As shown
in Figure 18, with the increase of the placement angle of the guide vanes, the mechanical efficiency of
the piped carriage first increased and then decreased clearly. The mechanical efficiency of transporting
the piped carriage with guide vane placement angle of 21◦ was the highest within the pipelines, and
reached its maximum value of 85.3%; thus, this higher efficiency sufficiently showed that the piped
carriage had a higher transport efficiency than other transport modes. The mechanical efficiency for
Model 3 of the piped carriage was the highest, Model 1 of the piped carriage was the second, and
Model 2 of the piped carriage was the lowest. The mechanical efficiency for Model 3 of piped carriage
was the highest because it had the largest kinetic energy and the smallest total energy losses of the pipe
fluid around the piped carriage, while the mechanical efficiency for Model 2 of piped carriage was the
lowest because it had the smallest kinetic energy and the largest total energy losses of the pipe fluid
around the piped carriage. When the guide vane placement angle was 21◦, the mechanical efficiency
of the piped carriage in HCPs reached the maximum value. The above conclusions were suitable for
the special case in which the pipe discharge was 50 m3·h−1 and the transport loading was 0.6 kg.Water 2018, 10, 1378 33 of 40 
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6.9. Force Statistics

Figure 19 showed the variation trend of the force statistics of the piped carriage with the increase
of the guide vane placement angle. The drag coefficient was the ratio of the drag of the piped carriage
to the product of both the hydrodynamic pressure of the fluid and the reference areas which were
perpendicular to the pipe flow. Because the drag coefficient of the piped carriage transport within the
pipelines changed irregularly over time, the average drag coefficient was used to analyze the drag
characteristics of the piped carriage. The average drag coefficient can be expressed as

Cd =
2Fd

ρ(Uav −Vaz)
2 Ave

(62)
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where Ave was the reference areas which were perpendicular to the pipe flow; Fd was the drag force
acting on the piped carriage.
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From Figure 19a, it can be seen that the average drag coefficient of the piped carriage increased
exponentially with the increase of the guide vane placement angle. The occurred because the increase
of the guide vane placement angle caused the decreasing rate of the hydrodynamic pressure to be
larger than the increasing rate of the reference areas; consequently, the product of the two parameters
showed a decreasing tendency. At the same time, due to smaller extent of variation in the drag of the
piped carriage with different guide vane placement angles. Therefore, the average drag coefficient of
the piped carriage showed an exponential growth curve.

Because of the asymmetrical structure of the upper and lower surfaces of the piped carriage, the
pipe fluid exerted a lifting action on the piped carriage. The lift coefficient referred to the ratio of the
lift force of the piped carriage to the product of both the hydrodynamic pressure of the pipe fluid
and the reference areas which were parallel to the pipe fluid. Because the lift coefficient of the piped
carriage transport had irregular fluctuations over time, the average lift coefficient was used to analyze
the lift characteristics of the piped carriage. The average lift coefficient can be expressed as

Cl =
2Fl

ρ(Uav −Vaz)
2 Apa

(63)

where Apa was the reference areas which were parallel to the pipe flow. Fl was the lift of the piped
carriage.

From Figure 19b, the direction of lift was just sticking straight up. This phenomenon occurred
because the support bodies made the path length of the upper surface to be larger than that of the
lower surface so that the pressure formed by the pipe fluid on the upper surface was less than that
on the lower surface, which resulted in the upward lifting force acting on the piped carriage. The
average lift coefficient of the piped carriage increased exponentially with the increase of the placement
angle. This reason was due to the fact that the increase of the guide vane placement angle caused the
increasing rate of the hydrodynamic pressure of the pipe fluid to be greater than the decreasing rate of
the reference areas so that the product of the two parameters presented a decreasing trend. Hence, the
average lift coefficient showed an exponential growth curve.

Model 3 of the piped carriage had the largest average drag coefficient and the largest average lift
coefficient. Model 1 of the piped carriage was the second, and Model 2 of the piped carriage was the
smallest. These results occurred because the average axial speed of Model 3 of the piped carriage was
the closest to the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid. Hence, it was found that the force statistics of
this model were the largest.
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7. An Optimization Model of HCPs

Optimization of HCPs was of great practical importance for the commercial promotion of the
piped carriage. An optimization model of HCPs was designed based on Least cost principle, which has
been widely studied in a previous published literature [31,55]. This model was based on the least
cost principle, i.e., the pipeline transporting capsules were designed such that the total cost of the
pipeline was minimal. The published literature mainly was limited to optimization models of HCPs
transporting a spherical capsule, a cylindrical capsule and a hexahedral capsule within the pipelines,
the above carrier mentioned in the published literature had a density that was equal to that of its carrier
fluid. In this study, an optimization model of HCPs transporting the piped carriage was established
for the first time within the pipelines. The total cost of HCPs consisted of the manufacturing cost
of the pipelines and the piped carriage plus the operating cost of the piping system, which can be
expressed as

CostTotal = CostManu f acturing + CostOperation (64)

Manufacturing cost was further divided into the cost of the pipelines and the cost of the piped
carriage. Operating cost referred to the cost of the power. Hence, the total cost of HCPs can be
expressed as

CostTotal = CostPipe + CostPiped carriage + CostPower (65)

where CostTotal was the total cost of HCPs; CostPipe was the cost of pipelines; Costpiped carriage was the cost
of the piped carriage; CostPower was the cost of power being consumed.

7.1. Cost of Pipeline

The cost of pipelines [30] per unit weight of the pipe materials was expressed as

CostPipe = χ1πDcepρpgLc (66)

where ep was the thickness of the pipe wall; ρp was the density of the pipeline materials; Lc was the
length of the pipelines; χ1 was the cost coefficient of the pipelines per unit weight of the pipeline
materials. According to the research findings of Zhu et al. [56], the thickness of the pipe wall can be
expressed as

ep = CsDc (67)

where Cs was a proportional constant depending on the expected pressure and diameter range of the
pipelines. Therefore, the cost of the pipelines can be expressed as

CostPipe = χ1πCsD2
c ρpgLc (68)

7.2. Cost of Piped Carriage

The calculating formula of the piped carriage per unit weight of the piped carriage materials can
be expressed as

CostPiped carriage = χ2πbDcecρcglc + 1.5χ3πd2
s lsρsg + χ4lxmxhxρxg (69)

where χ2 was the cost coefficient of the barrel per unit weight of the barrel materials; χ3 was the
cost coefficient of the support body per unit weight of the support body materials; χ4 was the cost
coefficient of the sheet-metal plate per unit weight of sheet-metal plate materials; ec was the thickness
of the barrel wall; ρc was the density of the barrel; ρs was the density of the support bodies; ρx was the
density of the sheet-metal plate; ds was the diameter of the support bodies; ls was the length of the
support bodies; lx, mx, and hx were the length, width, and height of the sheet-metal plate, respectively.
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7.3. Cost of Power

The cost of power per unit kilowatt hour can be expressed as

CostPower =
χ5tpQm∆Ptotal

3.6× 105ηp
(70)

where χ5 was the cost coefficient per unit kilowatt hour; ηp was the efficiency of the centrifugal
pumping unit, and generally the efficiency of the industrial centrifugal pumping unit ranged generally
between 60% and 75%; tp was the operating time of the centrifugal pumping unit; Ptotal was the total
pressure drop within the pipelines transporting the piped carriage; Qm was the mixed pipe discharge.
Taking into account the service life of the centrifugal pumping unit, the running time was generally
calculated for a one-year period.

HCPs were a typical solid-liquid two-phase flow. To this end, Liu [2] proposed a formula to solve
the mixed pipe discharge in Equation (70), which was expressed as

Qm =
πD2

c Uav

4
(71)

The above formula only was suitable for a circular pipe. The mixed pipe discharge and pipe
discharge in this article were equal in magnitude, but the physical meanings of these two parameters
were different. The pipe discharge referred to the fluid mass per hour of single-phase flow at the inlet
cross-section of the conveying pipes. The mixed pipe discharge referred to the fluid mass per hour of
the two-phase mixing flow of both solid and fluid inside the pipelines.

For the total pressure drop of the carriers transport, the formulas for calculating the total pressure
drop within the horizontal pipelines transporting the spherical capsule, the cylindrical capsule and
the hexahedral capsule with the density equal to that of its carrier fluid (water) were given in the
existing research findings. However, the total pressure drop of the piped carriage transport studied
in this article was affected by the transport loading and the rolling frictional resistance for the piped
carriage. Therefore, the total pressure drop can only be measured by the numerical simulation of the
bidirectional fluid–structure interaction, but not be calculated quantitatively by theories. The studies
on the numerical simulation of the bidirectional fluid–structure interaction in Section 4 were of great
significance for the establishment of an optimization model of HCPs.

7.4. Optimization Method

The optimization model of HCPs was established to seek the lowest construction cost of the
piping system. The construction cost was affected by several factors such as the diameter of the barrel,
the length of the barrel, the diameter of the pipeline, the height of the guide vane, the placement
angle of the guide vane, the length of the guide vane, and the transport loading. According to the
published literature, it can be seen that Model 3 of the piped carriage had the lowest energy losses when
transporting along the horizontal pipelines with a diameter of 100 mm. Thus, the optimal diameter
ratio of the piped carriage was 0.7 and the optimal length of the barrel was 150 mm. A large number
of studies have been conducted on the optimal diameter ratio of piped carriages [57,58]. Combined
with the major studies in Section 6, the optimal placement angle of the guide vanes was 21◦. Therefore,
the model of HCPs can be optimized only by determining the diameter of the conveying pipes.

The solution procedures for determining the diameter of the conveying pipes in the optimization
model of HCPs can be expressed as

(1) Assume the diameter of the pipeline Dc.
(2) Obtain the total length of the conveying pipe through the dropping and receiving position of the

piped carriage Lc.
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(3) Calculate the cost of pipelines and the piped carriage by adopting Equations (68) and (69) based
on the materials for the pipelines and the piped carriages and market prices of these materials.

(4) Determine and configure the physical parameters such as the diameter ratio of the piped carriage,
the length of the barrel, the height of the guide vane, the length of the guide vane, the placement
angle of the guide vane, as well as the transport loading based on the experimental schemes in
Section 2.

(5) Determine the diameter of the barrel dc, combined with the diameter of the pipelines.
(6) Assume the value of the efficiency for the centrifugal pumping unit (0.6–0.75).
(7) Calculate the total pressure drop of transporting the piped carriage by using the bidirectional

fluid–structure interaction method ∆Ptotal.
(8) Assume the mixed pipe discharge Qm, based on the pipe discharge.
(9) Calculate the cost of power consumption by using Equations (70) and (71) based on the unit price

of electricity and the service life of the centrifugal pumping unit.
(10) Calculate the total cost of HCPs, CostTotal, using Equations (64) and (65).
(11) Repeat above Steps 1 to 10 for the various values of the pipe diameters to obtain the minimum

value of the total cost of HCPs and its corresponding pipe diameter Dc.
(12) Find out the optimal diameter of the conveying pipes in order to determine the various indicators

for the optimization model of HCPs.

7.5. Design Example

Combined with the contents of Section 6, it was initially found that the energy losses caused
by the piped carriage transport within the horizontal pipelines was the lowest when the guide vane
placement angle was 21◦. Therefore, the piped carriage having the guide vane placement angle of 21◦

was studied emphatically. The optimization model of HCPs was used to find out the optimal diameter
of the conveying pipes and the pumping power required.

Solution: According to the current market, the different constants involved in the optimization
model of HCPs can be expressed as

χ1 = 1.575, χ2 = 1.837, χ3 = 4.724, χ4 = 2.435, χ5 = 0.139 (72)

The billing standard of χ5 was based on the industrial electricity. In this article, the cost coefficient
of the pipelines per unit weight of the pipeline materials χ1, the cost coefficient of the barrel per unit
weight of the barrel materials χ2, the cost coefficient of the support body per unit weight of the support
body materials χ3, the cost coefficient of the sheet-metal plate per unit weight of sheet-metal plate
materials χ4 and the cost coefficient per unit kilowatt hour χ5 were defined as the approximate cost
coefficients in combination with the actual product costs. From Figure 20a, it can be seen that the
cost of manufacturing, the cost of power, and the total costs will be treated as approximate costs. The
efficiency of the centrifugal pumping unit was assumed to be 70%. The pipe discharge was 50 m3·h−1

and the transport loading was 0.6 kg. The lengths of both the piped carriage and the conveying pipes
were 0.15 m and 28.26 m, respectively. The thicknesses of both the pipe wall and the piped carriage
wall were 5 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The rolling frictional resistance coefficient between the
piped carriage wall and the Plexiglas pipe wall was 0.428, which was obtained through experiment.
The length of the guide vane was 150 mm, its height was 10 mm and its placement angle was 21◦.
The bidirectional fluid–structure interaction method was used to obtain the total pressure drop of
transporting the piped carriage within the horizontal pipelines. From Figure 20a, the optimal diameter
of the pipe was 100 mm because the total cost of HCPs was the minimum at Dc = 100 mm, which further
validated that it was reasonable to analyze the hydraulic characteristics of transporting the piped
carriage with the guide vanes within the pipelines by using the pipe diameter of 100 mm. As shown
in Figure 20a, with increase of the pipe diameter, the manufacturing cost of both the pipelines and
the piped carriage gradually increased. This variation occurred because the conveying pipes and the
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piped carriage of larger diameters were more expensive than that of relatively small diameters in terms
of the material costs. However, as the pipe diameter increased, the cost of power gradually decreased.
The decrease in the cost of power was due to the fact that the decrease in the average axial velocity
for a bigger diameter pipe led to a drastic decrease in the energy losses within the pipelines when
the pipe discharge was the same. In addition, the total cost of HCPs gradually first decreased from
pipeline diameter of 60–100 mm, and then gradually increased with the increase of the pipe diameter.
Hence, the optimal pipe diameter corresponding to the minimum cost of HCPs was 100 mm, and the
power of the pumping unit corresponding to the optimal pipe diameter was 0.165 kW. Furthermore,
based on the optimal pipe diameter, it can be seen that the diameter of the piped carriage in HCPs was
set to 70 mm. From Figure 20b, it can be seen that as the diameter ratio increased, the power of the
centrifugal pumping unit gradually decreased. The main reason was due to the fact that the variation
trends of the pumping unit power and the cost of power consumption were identical, therefore, the
pumping unit power gradually decreased with the increase of the pipe diameter.
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8. Conclusions

In this article, the structure of the piped carriage was improved by installing the guide vanes
on the lateral wall of the barrel, and the hydraulic characteristics of transporting the piped carriage
with the different guide vane placement angles within the horizontal pipelines were studied by using
the model testing and the numerical simulation. The simulated results were in good agreement with
the experimental results, and the maximum relative errors of the hydraulic elements such as the
instantaneous axial speed of the piped carriage, the piezometric heads through the pipelines, and the
axial velocity distributions of some typical cross-section did not exceed 5.5%, which showed that the
bidirectional fluid–structure interaction numerical simulation had obvious advantages for the analysis
of HCPs compared with the unidirectional fluid–structure interaction methods. The main conclusions
of this study are summarized as follows:

(1) With the increase of the guide vane placement angle, the average axial speeds of the piped carriage
showed a logarithmic growth trend, while the average angular speeds showed an exponential
growth trend.

(2) With the increase of the guide vane placement angle, the affected areas of the axial velocity
and radial velocity gradually decreased, and the affected areas of the circumferential velocity
and vorticity magnitude gradually increased near the front end of the piped carriage. With the
increase of the guide vane placement angle, both the average drag coefficient and the average lift
coefficient of the piped carriage showed exponential growth.

(3) The combined effects of both the energy dissipation and the energy conversion caused the local
low-pressure areas to develop near the front end of the piped carriage, and the energy conversion
caused the downstream pressure of the piped carriage to rise sharply again. With the increase of
the guide vane placement angle, the average pressure drop coefficient of transporting the piped
carriage first decreased and then increased, while the mechanical efficiency of transporting the
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piped carriage first increased and then decreased. The average pressure drop coefficient and
mechanical efficiency of the piped carriage collectively indicated that the optimal placement
angle of the guide vanes was 21◦ when the transport loading was 0.6 kg and the pipe discharge
was 50 m3·h−1.

(4) In the near-wall areas of the piped carriage, the axial velocity distributions, radial velocity
distributions, circumferential velocity distributions, and vorticity magnitude distributions were
basically the same, while the pressure distributions showed a gradually decreasing trend, when
the piped carriage moved through the pipelines.

(5) Based on the least cost principle, the optimization model of HCPs can output the optimal pipe
diameter. A practical example has been completed in order to demonstrate the usage and
effectiveness of this optimization model.

The research in this article not only provided a practical research method for the technology of
hydraulic capsule pipelines, but also offered an abundant theoretical basis for the rational design and
extensive application of this technology.
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